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LIVE CLASS ROOM
Children are the heart of the social. They, by their liveliness, their innocent smiles, fill
our life with joy and happiness. Moreover, they are the key to develop the world in the future as
well as the soul of change our life in the better ways. Thus, our responsibility to the children is
fostering not only their health but also their knowledge to grow their talent.
Teaching children has never ever been an easy job to do. At this age, our children aware
of almost everything they see, and start to explore the world with their immature mind, filled
with curiously and enjoyment. This can be good, but this also can be bad if we don’t know how
to guild them to the good things.
In order to make learning more attractive to the children, this program was created. The
initial, as well as the ultimate aim of the program is to enhance and develop child’s creativity
and give them a healthy way to explorer the world outside.
Our product is a soft-ware that provides a live class through the network called
TutorOnline. By using this product, the tutor can teach children without personal meeting.
Furthermore, the child can play a funny and challenging math game with other children without
facing. It brings the children the time to study and relax mixed with no boring.
The product use a computer connected to a touch-pane. The children and the teacher can
write things such as the result, the operator or math problems on the touch-pane. The things that
they wrote are showed on the computer screens of both child and his teacher so that the teacher
can know the answer of the child.
Especially, the children can play our funny game contained in our product called seahorse Math Game. The game was created in order to improve the ability to calculate with math
operator. In that, there are many easy but limited time to think math problems and there are four
answer following each problem. The children choose their own answer by the touch-pane. Each
problem, the child who chooses the right answer can receive a correlative number of points.
Moreover, the game is organized as the sea-horse Game that can make the children more
interested in playing.
In conclusion, our product brings us another effective way of teaching children. With
the friendly Graphics User Interface, good animation and attractive games, the children won’t
get the boring and stressful feeling of studying.

